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Foreword
Dear Reader
Welcome! Welcome to a new year and to our latest
quarterly PwC Ireland Asset & Wealth
Management Newsletter. After the whirlwind of
change in 2016, including Brexit and President
Trump’s election as two notable events, what can
we expect in 2017? The phrase “fasten your
seatbelts” comes to mind as we prepare for the
rollercoaster, which has just moved off, to gather
pace. Let’s hope it brings some thrills, even if
there will be inevitable spills. With pending
elections in the Netherlands, France and Germany
as well as the first 100 days of Trump’s presidency
to look forward to, it promises to certainly keep us
all engaged and active.
In this quarter’s edition we discuss the fallout
from some of those changes, such as the impact of
Brexit on MiFID II, the CBI’s post Brexit roadmap
to management company substance and the focus
on risk by the Central Bank of Ireland in their
thematic reviews. Along with other European
regulators, and ESMA, CBI has been busy in 2016
and we examine the areas of focus and their
expectations in a more complex world. Certainly
the eagerly awaited finalisation of CP86 was a
welcome one, and hearteningly a live example of
the strong professional and respectful relationship
between CBI and industry where there was
consultation and a desire to understand on both
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sides of what the challenges were and how best to
construct a solution.
Focusing on products which have proliferated in
Ireland, we discuss an ETFs Roadmap to growth,
with a focus on regional markets for ETFs. We
continue to see a proliferation of this product – it
has thrived in a very conducive environment of
rising markets, desire for liquidity and for low cost
product. Ireland has long been a leading domicile
for ETFs in Europe and Asia and this is
accelerating as we speak – we expect to see even
more Investment Managers set up their own ETF
or Smart Beta product in 2017 to round out their
product offering and respond to investor demand.
We have also welcomed clarity at the end of a very
long period of the Money Market reforms from the
Council of the European Union. We brace
ourselves for another alphabet soup of VNAV,
CNAV and LVNAV MMFs - in an industry where
there is a stated desire for simplicity for investors
this can be difficult to achieve in the increasingly
complex financial markets.

been. We encourage the industry to ensure they
understand the developments, the opportunities
and the changes that are coming – not if but
when, and when will be in the next three to five
years.
I hope you find this newsletter informative,
thought provoking and helpful and, as ever, please
reach out to myself or your own PwC contact if
you have anything you’d like to discuss in more
detail.
Roll on 2017!

Olwyn Alexander
Irish Asset & Wealth Management
Leader

We round out with a discussion on Blockchain
where we, along with industry, are very excited
about the potential changes that this emerging
technological development offers. The AWM
management community has not been at the
forefront of the discussion, albeit the depository
and custodian arms of the banks certainly have
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Beyond passporting: Brexit’s impact on MiFID II
Since the outcome of the EU referendum was
announced in June 2016, MiFID II has been one
of the most widely discussed areas of EU
regulation. So far the debate has centred on the
issues of passporting and regulatory equivalence,
which pose a potential licensing gap for UK
firms. But a closer examination of MiFID II and
MiFIR reveals a myriad of additional issues and
complexities that Brexit will give rise to, which
we believe policymakers and firms need to
consider. Brexit is likely to open up a Pandora’s
Box of technical complications due to the way EU
and UK regulation has been constructed.
In the case of MiFID II, it’s quite possible that these
unintended consequences will require rewriting
some of the rules to make them fit for purpose both
in the EU and the UK. The MiFID II rules, like all
other EU regulations, were written on the basis that
the UK is part of the EU. In many cases it is not clear
what the appropriate way forward is, given we’re in
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an unprecedented situation. But policymakers will
need to find a way forward on these issues – as well
as similar complexities for other pieces of financial
services legislation – and quickly.

Avoiding a licensing gap
The media and industry have given lots of attention
to the existing MiFID passport, which along with the
CRD IV passport, is one of the two most commonly
used passports for banks and investment firms. CRD
IV doesn’t provide a passport for third country firms,
so UK firms without another existing EU banking
licence will have to set up and obtain a licence for a
subsidiary in another EU country to access
passporting under CRD IV.
In the immediate aftermath of the vote, many
commentators pointed to the equivalence
mechanism in MiFID II that can allow firms from
outside the EEA, ‘third country firms’, to do business
in the single market without the need for

authorisation in individual Member States. At first
glance this was seen by some as a panacea for
continued access to the single market.
MiFID firms are concerned there will be a significant
licensing gap brought about by a lack of agreement,
transitional arrangement or equivalence decision.
The current MiFID directive doesn’t provide for third
country passporting - a third country passport will
be available when MiFID II comes into effect on
3 January 2018. But the UK will not be a third
country until it formally exits the EU. A third country
passport wouldn’t be available to UK firms until
post-exit, which is likely to be in spring 2019. In
reality the equivalence mechanism under MiFID II is
untested. It is likely to be highly political in the
aftermath of the Brexit negotiations, and in any case
only applies to business carried out with eligible
counterparties and professional clients. So it’s no use
to firms wanting to do business with retail clients in
the EU.
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Only after the UK’s formal exit, would the EC be in a
position to make a determination about whether or
not the UK has an equivalent supervisory and
enforcement regime. If and when the EC reached an
equivalence determination, ESMA would then begin
accepting individual firms’ passport applications. It
has to approve each individual firm’s application for
a third country passport. Together, those two
processes could take a number of months. So absent
grandfathering of existing passports or transitional
provisions being agreed as part of the Brexit
negotiations, UK firms would experience a licensing
gap, i.e. they could not carry on MiFID business in
EU countries until ESMA approved their third
country passport application. Waiting out a licensing
gap won’t be a viable option for most firms – they
will be forced to set up a new MiFID firm in another
EU country to keep doing business in the EU (if they
don’t already have one).

Calculating thresholds for pre-trade
transparency
Many of the obligations in MiFID II rely on
quantitative thresholds that will be skewed if UK
data is not included in the calculation. Perhaps the
clearest example of this issue is the systematic
internaliser determination.

The calculation for determining whether or not a
firm is a systematic internaliser is complex and
varies according to the type of financial instrument
and whether there is a liquid market for that
particular instrument. But a common component
across all financial instruments is that firms should
compare the amount of client orders they are
internalising against the total trading activity of that
financial instrument in the EU.
It’s no secret that a significant proportion of EU
trading activity in all financial instruments takes
place in the UK, and the thresholds were set taking
that activity into account. If the UK data is removed
from the total EU activity, the absolute threshold
lowers. This reduction is likely to bring far more
firms across the EU into the systematic internaliser
regime and could inappropriately extend the pretrade transparency regime to less-liquid parts of the
EU market. If the UK data is removed and the UK is
forced to continue to use the existing systematic
internaliser thresholds to achieve equivalence then
it’s likely that lots more UK-based firms would be
brought into the regime too. Even if the UK ends up
joining the EEA, an outcome that looks increasingly
unlikely, this problem will persist; the calculation
specifically references total EU trading data rather
than total EEA trading data.

Under MiFID II, a firm that executes client orders
against its proprietary capital, rather than matching
the order with another client or executing on a
venue, is considered a systematic internaliser if the
volume of this activity that it carries out exceeds a
certain quantitative threshold. This situation poses
an important strategic issue for firms because
systematic internalisers have to comply with
additional transparency requirements – they have to
show their pretrade prices to the market. In some
instances and for some financial instruments, firms
are likely to be reluctant to do this.
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Finding a solution
So what might the solution be? It seems unlikely that
the EU would rewrite its MiFID II rules to include all
EU trading data plus that of the UK, given the UK
would be just another third country post- Brexit.
Perhaps the UK data could be included in the
calculation temporarily as part of a transitional
arrangement on MiFID II, but it’s difficult to see the
UK being included in the calculation in the long term
as this would probably not sit well constitutionally
with EU institutions and some Member States.
An alternative approach would be to recalibrate the
calculation in MiFID II so that the absolute threshold
is more in line with what it would be with UK data
included. This alternative would perhaps be the best
solution for EU firms but it would require
amendments to the MiFID II legislation and
potentially create further delays. The date the rules
apply has already been pushed back by a year to
January 2018, so there is likely to be little patience
from the EP and EC for additional postponement.
Should the EU recalibrate the threshold, this change
would leave the question of what the UK should do, or
will be required to do if it wants to achieve equivalence
with MiFID II. It seems unlikely that it would be
acceptable for UK firms, some of the largest in the EU
with significant trade flow, to simply use the
recalibrated thresholds, because that would create an
unlevel playing field. UK firms would effectively be
given a lower bar than their EU competitors and
would be less likely to fall within the systematic
internaliser regime. So perhaps the UK would be
required to come up with its own thresholds for
domestic activity with the aim of producing a similar
result to the original calibration. Such a calibration
would most likely take some time as it would require
significant quantitative analysis of the UK market –
and it’s precisely this type of technical issue that has
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the potential to undermine a swift MiFID II
equivalence determination for the UK overall.
The systematic internaliser regime is just one
example of a quantitative threshold in MiFID II.
There are others where the principle is the same,
creating similar problems for regulators. Commodity
derivative position limits use the concept of total
deliverable supply referencing EU data. The
transparency regime for nonequity products relies on
liquidity thresholds that have been developed using
total EU data that includes a significant portion of
activity in the UK. It’s likely that ESMA will have to
spend significant time working out the solutions to
these very technical issues that threaten the
workability of many parts of the MiFID II package,
not just for UK firms but across the EU. Whether it
has the resources and time to do this before MiFID II
has to be implemented is questionable.

Laura Cox
Lead Partner
FS Risk and Regulation Centre of
Excellence
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7212 1579
laura.cox@uk.pwc.com
Luke Nelson
Senior Manager
FS Risk & Regulation
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7213 4631
luke.a.nelson@uk.pwc.com
David Pasley
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management Advisory
Ireland
Tel: +353 (0) 1 792 5792
david.pasley@ie.pwc.com

Achieving equity trading equivalence
As well as the thorny issues around quantitative
thresholds, other fiddly aspects of MiFID II will be
affected by the UK not being a part of the EU. The
equity and derivative trading obligations require
firms to execute certain types of instrument on an
EU venue or third country venue which is equivalent.
The mechanism for determining equivalence of
trading venues is different to the mechanism for
determining MiFID II country equivalence for the
purpose of allowing third countries to do business in
the single market. In fact, there are even different
mechanisms for establishing whether a venue is
equivalent for the equity trading obligation (this
relies on the Prospectus Directive) and whether a
venue is equivalent for the derivative trading
obligation (a brand new mechanism in MiFIR).
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ETFs: A Roadmap to Growth
Background
The global ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) industry
continues to experience significant growth and rapid
change, presenting both opportunities and
challenges for all players in the ETF ecosystem.
ETFs also represent a disruptive force to the broader
asset management industry and active fund
management in particular. We highlighted a
number of key themes in our successful publication,
“ETF 2020: Preparing for a new horizon’,
(www.pwc.com/etf2020) including global growth,
regulations, distribution channels, technology and
investor education. Building upon these ETF 2020
themes, in our most recent report, “ETFs: A
Roadmap to Growth” (www.pwc.com/etfroadmap),
we highlight insights gained from our ETF survey
undertaken during 2015 as well as PwC perspectives
on key developments which will help drive further
ETF growth, including products, markets and
distribution.
PwC surveyed executives from approximately 60
firms around the world in 2015 using a combination
of structured questionnaires and in-depth
interviews. More than 70% of the participants were
ETF managers or sponsors, with the remaining
participants divided between asset managers not
currently offering ETFs and service providers.
Participating firms account for more than 80% of
global ETF assets.
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Key messages
We identified a number of themes with respect to
ETFs, which we describe in more detail in the report:
Growth – Most survey participants expect that ETF
growth will continue over the next five years, with
more than 41% predicting that global ETF AUM will
reach at least US$7 trillion by 2021. Growth is also
expected to accelerate over the next five years, with a
focus on new markets, expanding distribution
channels and asset classes.
We expect there to continue to be asset flows in
developed markets of the United States and Europe,
but the highest rates of growth are likely to be found
in less mature markets. Asian investors are now
starting to invest in ETFs and we expect the growth
in this region to be significant between now and
2021.
Distribution – The ETF market has become
increasingly crowded, particularly in Europe and
North America. Successful firms will likely need to
invest in investor education, establish strong
distribution channels to gather assets, and
differentiate their products in these congested
markets. Based on our survey, financial advisors,
online platforms and retail investors are expected to
be the top three segments driving global demand for
ETFs over the next five years.

Products – Over the past few years there has been an
increased focus on smart beta investment products,
which are structured around factors other than
market capitalisation, such as dividends, earnings,
value, momentum, quality and size.
Fixed income ETFs are widely viewed as offering one
of the best growth opportunities, particularly in
Europe where 86% of managers see bond ETFs as a
major opportunity. Index products continue to serve
as the foundation for growth, but survey respondents
are more likely to point to non-traditional forms of
indexing as the next frontier of growth. Active ETF
strategies are also being manifested in new product
filings and launches, however, the requirement for
daily transparency has hindered growth and
innovation in this space.
Regulation – Given the significant growth and
innovation of ETFs, regulators across the globe
continue to focus on investor protection, which may
slow some of the growth and innovation of ETFs.
However, there are also some regulations that may
help to foster more ETF growth, with initiatives,
such as promoting transparency of fees and low to no
commissions are expected to benefit ETF sponsors
relative to other investment products.
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Technology – Advances in technology and data
analytics with respect to production, markets and
distribution have significantly contributed to the
growth and innovation of ETFs.
Successful ETF firms are likely to embrace the use of
big data, digital technology and social media to help
improve decision making processes, streamline costs
and as well as transforming client relationships in
terms of communications, sales and distribution.
Globalisation – Increasingly we have heard from
many ETF sponsors that they plan to expand their
global footprint and offer ETF products across
borders to compete outside of their home markets.
For example, 83% of Asian firms expect greater
expansion outside of their home market, as do 71%
of European managers, while only 50% of North
American firms expect to launch ETF products
outside of their home market.
Firms will need to navigate complex regulations and
tax laws, as well as establishing strong working
relationships with local capital markets to expand
their ETF product offerings globally.
The overriding key message coming out of our
survey is that in order to be successful in
increasingly crowded markets across the US,
Europe and Asia, ETF firms will need to capitalise
on opportunities, address challenges and above all
differentiate themselves from their competitors,
both direct and indirect.
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Regional ETF Markets
North America: Leading the way
The North American ETF market is the primary
driver of global growth, accounting for more than
two thirds of global ETF assets. It also leads the way
in product innovation. Strong growth is expected to
continue over the next five years, but a number of
things will need to happen if asset growth is to
accelerate. The regulatory environment continues to
play a key role in shaping the North American ETF
market.
European roadmap: A convergence of
opportunity?
The European ETF market has grown steadily and
now boasts approximately US$511 billion AUM.
Industry participants expect asset growth to
accelerate by approximately 27% annually over the
next five years. Having benefited from an evolving
regulatory environment and lowering barriers across
individual markets, several additional factors are
expected to drive growth over the next five years.
Asian roadmap: Pure potential
Approximately US$243 billion is currently invested
in ETFs in the Asia Pacific region, which is about half
the size of the European ETF market. Asset growth
stalled in 2015 as China’s economy faltered and the
volatility of its stock markets significantly increased,
but cross-border barriers are coming down in much
of the region, which should provide for more rapid
growth going forward across investor segments.

What’s next?
As noted above, the pace of growth and
change in the ETF industry is rapid and the
rate of innovation is ever-increasing. We
work closely with our global ETF team to
maintain both a global and local perspective
on emerging trends in the industry. We have
recently undertaken another annual survey of
key industry players and are currently
analysing the results and the trends emerging
from both a regional and a global perspective.
We are looking forward to sharing our
insights as part of a series of roadshows
across New York, London, Dublin,
Luxembourg and Zurich in late 2016 and early
2017. Look out for our follow up to “ETF
2020” and “ETFs: A Roadmap to Growth” in
early 2017 also!

Nicola Sheridan
Senior Tax Manager
- ETF Tax Structuring Specialist
Asset & Wealth Management
UK
Tel: +353 (1) 792 5087
nicola.sheridan@ie.pwc.com
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Irish funds industry: a look back on 2016
Steady growth in the funds industry
Despite the uncertainties arising from unexpected
global political decisions and sluggish economic
growth in Europe and other parts of the world and
cost pressures, 2016 proved to be a strong year for
the funds industry in Ireland.
There was steady growth of 4.2% reaching
US$2,713.4bn at the end of June 2016 up from
US$2,605.1bn. The total number of sub-funds
reached 7,969 (an increase from the 7,283 of the
previous year) of which 4,637 are domiciled in
Ireland. The number of Irish domiciled funds has
grown by 7.7% since 2015 when the total of funds
was 4,30g4. The amount of new Irish schemes (and
their sub-funds) launched during the year stood at
US$19.8bn and over 190 sub-funds.
Some important regulatory developments
have also taken place in the funds industry.

Central Bank of Ireland’s announced
its intention to amend the requirements
for Loan originating Qualifying
Investor AIFs (“L-QIAIFs”)
Another key development took place in November, when
the CBI announced its intention to change the
requirements for L-QIAIFs as currently outlined in the
AIF Rulebook. The CBI has concluded from a recent review
that it is appropriate to permit L-QIAIFs to make other
investments linked to the loan origination strategy, a
policy which mirrors European regulation, particularly
the ELTIF Regulation.

The Central Bank of Ireland advised that it is in
a position to accept applications from Irish
domiciled UCITS and AIFs to invest through the
Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect (“Shenzhen
Connect”) programme, which launched on
5 December 2016.

The CBI intends revised the AIF Rulebook to also allow
L-QIAIFs to invest in “debt and equity securities of entities
or groups to which the loan originating Qualifying Investor
AIF lends or which are held for treasury, cash management
or hedging purposes”. These amendments came into effect
on 3 January 2017, the date the updated
AIF Rulebook was issued.

Final agreement on Money
Market Funds
More than three years after the European
Commission published the original proposals
to regulate money market funds, the Council
of the European Union has published the
final compromise text of the regulation on
Money Market Funds (the “MMF
Regulation”). Read our analysis in full.
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Irish funds get enhanced access
to Chinese markets via RQFII
and Stock Connect

Central Bank publishes final feedback
statement on Fund Management Company
Effectiveness Requirements (“CP86”)
On December 19th 2016, the Central Bank of Ireland (the “CBI”)
published the feedback statement to CP 86 – third consultation.
Read our analysis in full.
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Central Bank publishes final feedback statement
on Fund Management Company Effectiveness
Requirements (“CP86”)
On December 19th 2016, the Central Bank of Ireland
(the “CBI”) published the feedback statement to CP
86 – third consultation. Marking the end of a
consultation process which started in September
2014, the CBI also published the finalised guidance
for fund management companies on managerial
functions, operational issues and procedural matters
and also published details of new rules for fund
management companies on an effective supervision
requirement and on the retrievability of records.
This feedback statement has been long awaited, with
the main area of contention being the location rule
for directors and designated persons, which the CBI
had proposed in their June 2016 third consultation.
In this regard the feedback statement brings some
welcome relief which will make the location rule
much more workable for all concerned.

Location Rule
The finalised rule on effective supervision states that
a management company shall conduct a
preponderance of its management in the EEA. The
CBI then differentiates between management
companies based on PRISM rating.
Management companies with a Low PRISM rating
which will require at least:
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(i) 2 directors resident in the Ireland,
(ii) half of its directors resident in the EEA, and
(iii) half of its managerial functions performed by at
least 2 designated persons resident in the EEA.
Whereas management companies with a PRISM
impact rating of Medium Low or above shall have at
least:

(i) 3 directors resident in the Ireland or, at least,
2 directors resident in Ireland and one
designated person resident in Ireland,
(ii) half of its directors resident in the EEA, and
(iii) half of its managerial functions performed by at
least 2 designated persons resident in the EEA.
The feedback statement goes into some detail to
explain how the CBI has reached this position and is
reflective of the level of feedback and engagement
which the CBI received from the industry in the
consultation period. The feedback statement also
explains the CBI’s focus on the EEA from a location
perspective which is something which was not evident
from the third consultation when it was issued.
One important lesson for all of us from this lengthy
process is that strong engagement in the consultation
processes with the CBI can, and in this case, has
made a difference to the outcome of the process.

In the feedback statement the CBI states that the
outcome was swayed, to a certain extent, by
arguments concerning expertise and the need to
facilitate organisational models which draw
appropriately on the expertise of the
promoter/investment manager.

Transition Period
The other notable point from the feedback statement
is that the CBI has provided a transition period of
18 months for existing fund management companies
giving them until 1 July 2018 to be in compliance.
These new rules relate to the streamlining of
managerial functions to 6 managerial functions, the
Organisational Effectiveness role, the retrievability
of records rule and the effective supervision
requirement.
For organisations looking to establish new
management companies the CBI has said that it will
only approve applications for authorisation submitted
on or after 1 July 2017 where the fund management
company will be organised in a way which complies
with the new rules introduced by CP 86.
The new rules will be included in the amended
Central Bank UCITS Regulations and in the
forthcoming Central Bank AIF Regulations.
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Other Points to Note
Most of the proposals outlined in the third
consultation have been retained as follows:




The CBI has concluded that it is appropriate that
where a director is appointed as a Designated
Person, he/she should receive two separate
letters of appointment – one for the role of
director and one for the role of Designated
Person.
The CBI will look to receive a copy of each
Designated Person’s letter of appointment to be
submitted as part of the fund management
company authorisation process.
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The CBI has deleted the proposal which stated
that Designated Persons should be employed by
the same group of companies where such persons
were not going to be working in the same
location.
The draft managerial functions guidance does not
prohibit the appointment of an individual as both
director and Designated Person.
The CBI does not consider the appointment of an
individual to the role of director and as
Designated Person will automatically give rise to
a conflict of interest.
The CBI considers that appointees must be
sufficiently senior in their roles to meet these
expectations.
Management companies will be required to have
their own documented policies and procedures in
each instance with this is required by regulation
and will not be able to rely on delegate’s policies
and procedures to satisfy this regulatory
obligation.
The CBI is of the view that exception-only
reporting does not demonstrate a sufficient level
of oversight and engagement by a Designated
Person.
Regular meetings between Designated Persons
and delegates should be held to allow Designated
Persons properly perform their role.
Notwithstanding the establishment of any
committees, the CBI obliges a Designated Person
to be responsible for the performance of his/her
managerial function.
Regarding alternate Designated Persons,
Designated Person is classified as a Pre-Approved
Control Function in accordance with the CBI’s
Fitness and Probity regime.
There is no ‘alternate Designated Person’ role
under that regime. Stakeholders should refer to
the Fitness & Probity statutory requirements,
standards and regulatory guidance in relation to
the appointment of a ‘temporary officer’.

















A management company shall keep all of its
records in a way that makes them immediately
retrievable in or from Ireland.
The CBI has clarified its expectations as regards
its minimum requirements for record retention,
archiving and retrievability of the relevant
documents of a fund management company.
The CBI has reiterated that it places significant
importance on proper and adequate
recordkeeping and that procedures and processes
should be in place which seek to avoid
manipulation in so far as is possible.
The CBI considers that a fund management
company, notwithstanding the delegation of
activities or the manner in which documentation
is stored, must be able to produce records on
request from the CBI.
The CBI expects that fund management
companies will subject their record retention
policies to an annual audit. This reflects the level
of importance which the CBI places on a fund
management company’s recordkeeping.
The CBI has clarified that such an audit may be
undertaken by an external party or internally, for
example by the internal audit function of the
fund management company.
Annexes I and II of the managerial functions
guidance allocate internal audit tasks to the
Organisational Effectiveness role. However the
CBI goes on to note that the precise allocation of
regulatory obligations amongst managerial
functions is a matter for each fund management
company and it may be that, for any particular
company, the particular regulatory obligations
should be attributed differently.
The CBI is proceeding with the requirement that
fund management companies should maintain a
dedicated and monitored email address.
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A post Brexit roadmap for management
company substance
Coming just 3 weeks after the CBI issued its third
consultation on fund management company
effectiveness, the UK’s decision to leave the EU
featured in many of the responses received by the
CBI. A number of respondents raised the issue of
how the proposed exit of the UK from the EU would
affect the CBI’s approach.
As regards the CBI's perspective on the UK's position
post Brexit, the CBI gave a nuanced response saying
that in formulating their feedback statement and the
final rules "we have been cognisant of this aspect".
The feedback statement goes on to say that, as
subsequent arrangements for the UK post Brexit
remain the subject of major negotiations, it is was
not possible for the CBI to predict the outcome of
those negotiations. Interestingly the CBI then states
that they have set out in some detail the factors
which are relevant to their assessment of the extent
to which an authorised entity can be considered to be
subject to effective supervision (feedback statement
page 12 paragraph c) and that these factors should
allow interested parties to assess the likely impact, if
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any, of different forms of Brexit on the application of
the CBI's rules.
Now that the rules and guidance for management
companies have been finalised, managers and
promoters have the ability to confidently plan for the
implications of Brexit with a clear roadmap from the
CBI of their substance requirements for Irish UCITS
management companies and AIFMs.
Ken Owens
Partner
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (1) 792 8542
ken.owens@ie.pwc.com

Geraldine Brehony
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (0) 1 7928037
Geraldine.brehony@ie.pwc.com
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Outsourcing continues to be a
source of regulatory focus

Areas that firms should consider in
relation to outsourcing to the cloud and
other third party IT services




Outsourcing long ago ceased to be a trend,
transforming instead into a worldwide business
norm. As financial companies increasingly use
outside service organisations to perform activities
that are core to their business operations and
strategy, the need grows for more trust and
transparency into the vendors’ operations, processes
and results both from an enterprise risk
management perspective but also to deal with the
increasing focus which regulatory authorities are
giving this area.
Three recent examples to highlight this continuing
regulatory focus are worthy of mention.
In July 2016 the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
in the UK published guidance relevant to firms who
are interested in outsourcing to the cloud and other
third party IT services. The FCA guidance states that
the overall aim of the guidance is to ensure that firms
appropriately identify and manage the risk
associated with the use of the third party (“cloud
provider” in this instance), including undertaking
due diligence before making a decision on
outsourcing. It also reiterated that point that the
regulated firm retains full responsibility and
accountability for discharging all of their regulatory
responsibilities. Firms cannot delegate any part of
this responsibility to a third party.
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Also in July 2016, The Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS) issued new guidelines on
Outsourcing following extensive industry and public
consultation. The outsourcing guidelines set out the
MAS’s expectations of an institution that has entered
into any outsourcing arrangement or is planning to
outsource its business activities to a service provider.
In common with the approach taken by other
regulatory authorities, the MAS guidelines provide
that the outsourced services (whether provided by a
service provider or its sub-contractor) continue to be
managed as if they services were still managed by the
institution.
From a governance perspective, the guidelines from
the MAS clearly stipulate that the responsibilities for
maintaining effective oversight and governance of
outsourcing arrangements, managing outsourcing
risks and implementing an adequate outsourcing
risk management framework continue to rest with
the institution, its board and senior management.
The board and senior management of an institution
engaging in outsourcing should ensure there are
adequate processes to provide a comprehensive
institution-wide view of the institution’s risk
exposures from outsourcing and incorporate the
assessment and mitigation of such risks into the
institution’s outsourcing risk management
framework.

















Ensure contracts comply with all relevant legal
and regulatory considerations.
Carry out a risk assessment to identify relevant
risk and identify steps to mitigate risks.
In performing initial due diligence and
ongoing monitoring firms should consider the
third party’s adherence to relevant
international standards.
Responsibility and accountability between the
firm and the third party outsourcer should be
clearly understood and documented.
Firms should carry out a security risk
assessment that includes the service provider
and the technology assets administered by the
firm.
Firms should ensure that they adhere to the
principles of the relevant Data Protection
legislation.
Firms must ensure that there is effective access
to data and business premises for the firm, its
auditors and the Regulatory Authorities.
Outsourcing supply chains are often complex
and firms should review sub-contracting
arrangements to ensure that these enable the
regulated firm to continue to comply with its
regulatory obligations.
Firms should have comprehensive change
management processes in place.
Appropriate business continuity plans should
be in place to ensure continuity of function.
Any services in place should be organised in
such a way that they do not become a barrier
to an orderly wind-down of a firm.
Firms need to ensure that they are able to exit
outsourcing plans should they wish to, without
undue disruption to their provision of services
or their compliance with the regulatory
regime.
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For the last number of years the Central Bank of
Ireland (CBI) has had a specific focus on outsourcing
arrangements. As part of its planned themed
inspections for 2016 the CBI undertook a review of
service level agreements and outsourcing
arrangement with outsourcing providers for
investment firms and fund service providers. On the
19th of December, the CBI released its results from
these thematic review of oversight of outsourcing
arrangements. The CBI recommends that the Board
of Directors and senior management of firms
consider the following questions as they assess their
outsourcing oversight:










Monitoring: Does the firm have appropriate
key performance indicators and monitoring tools
that are properly aligned to the outsourced
activity and embedded in the risk framework?
Reporting: Is the reporting on the performance
of the outsourcing provider, including Board
reporting, sufficiently detailed and does the
frequency of reporting correspond to the
criticality of the outsourced activity?
Appraisal: Is the Board satisfied that the initial
due diligence analysis on the outsourcing
provider was suitably rigorous and that on-going
appraisals are equally thorough?
Business Continuity: Does the firm have
documented succession or remedial action plans
in the case of disruption or termination of service
and are these subject to robust testing on an
ongoing basis?

The CBI has advised that where a firm cannot
answer “yes” to any of these questions, the firm
should consider taking steps to address this to
ensure it is in line with CBI expectations.
There are many commonalities between the various
regulatory requirements in relation to outsourcing.
We have summarised what we believe are the
fundamental requirements into 8 key areas as follows:

Overview of fundamental requirements
for outsourcing management
Strict rules for
intra Group
outsourcing

Intra-group 3rd party and
external 3rd party
outsourcings needs to be
handled equally

Accountability
remains with
organisation

Ultimate accountability for
outsourced processes remains
with the organisation

Relationship
Owners and
Head of
Outsourcing

Relationship Owners and an
overall responsible Head of
Outsourcing have to be
established

Governance
meetings
Risk-based
approval and
oversight
Performance
measurement

Regular governance
meetings must be conducted
with the service provider’s
management
Approval authorities and
oversight must be
differentiated depending on
criticality of outsourcing
Performance must be
measured and appropriate
measures must be triggered in
case of non-compliance

Staff
experience
Independent
decision
authority

Relationship Owners and Head
of Outsourcing must have
appropriate level of
functional and professional
experience
In case of disputes with the
service provider management
must make independent
decisions

In the context of Brexit the CBI has said that
outsourcing is coming up in many of their current
discussions. Gerry Cross the director of policy and
risk at the CBI has confirmed that the CBI does not
have any per se difficulty with outsourcing and/or
insourcing up to an appropriate point. Such
approaches form a part of many business models.
They should not be considered problematic in
themselves. However, outsourcing and insourcing
can be the source of material risks. The CBI will be
focused closely on the principle that while an activity
may be outsourced, responsibility for it may not. The
CBI will always want to see that there is the level of
expertise and seniority within the entity to effectively
oversee and manage such outsourcing. Importantly,
a firm may not outsource to the extent that it is
effectively hollowing out an important part of the
regulated activity.
Ken Owens
Partner
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (1) 792 8542
ken.owens@ie.pwc.com

Outsourcing Policy: Does the firm’s
outsourcing policy take into account the entire
life cycle of outsourcing?

PwC
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Final agreement on Money Market Fund Reform
More than three years after the European Commission
published the original proposals to regulate money
market funds, the Council of the European Union has
published the final compromise text of the regulation
on Money Market Funds (the “MMF Regulation”).

MMFs shall be set up as one of the following types:

The proposed MMF Regulation is intended to
introduce common standards to increase the
stability and liquidity of Money Market Funds
(“MMFs”) and also add further transparency and
reporting rules. The proposed regulation seeks to
address concerns over the systemic risk that may
arise as a result of an investor run.



The rules will apply to all MMFs, whether they are
UCITS or alternative investment funds (“AIFs”).




Variable Net Asset Value Money Market Fund
(“VNAV MMF”)
Public debt Constant Net Asset Value Money
Market Fund (“CNAV MMF”)
Low Volatility Net Asset Value Money Market
Fund (“LVNAV MMF”)

Eligible assets
Under the new MMF Regulation MMFs are
permitted to invest in money market instruments,
deposits with credit institutions, financial derivative
instruments, repurchase and reverse repurchase
agreements and units or shares of other MMFs.

Diversification
A MMF shall invest no more than 5% of its assets in
money market instruments, securitisations and
ABCPs issued by the same body (VNAV MMFs may
invest upto 10%), 10% of its assets in deposits made
with the same credit institution (15% may be
allowed in certain circumstances).
The aggregate risk exposure to the same
counterparty of the MMF stemming from OTC
derivative transactions shall not exceed 5% of its
assets.
The aggregate amount of cash provided to the same
counterparty of a MMF in reverse repurchase
agreements shall not exceed 15% of its assets.

Concentration
A MMF may not hold more than 10% of the money
market instruments, securitisations and ABCPs
issued by a single body.
Internal credit quality assessment
procedure
A manager of a MMF shall establish, implement
and consistently apply a prudent internal credit
quality assessment procedure for determining the
credit quality of money market instruments,
securitisations and ABCPs.
The assessment procedures shall be based on
prudent, systematic and continuous assessment
methodologies, which shall be subject to validation
by the manager of the MMF based on historical
experience and empirical evidence, including back
testing.
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Portfolio Rules
Under the Regulations for short-term MMFs the
following portfolio rules will apply

undertake a documented assessment and decide
whether to apply liquidity fees, or a suspension of
redemptions.




Under the Regulations for standard MMF the
following portfolio rules will apply:

WAM of no more than 60 days
WAL of no more than 120 days

For short-term VNAV MMFs at least 7.5% of its assets
shall be comprised of daily maturing assets, reverse
repurchase agreements which can be terminated
within one business day or cash which can be
withdrawn within one business day and at least 15% of
its assets shall be comprised of weekly maturing
assets, reverse repurchase agreements which can be
terminated within five business days or cash which
can be withdrawn within five business days.

For LVNAV and CNAV MMFs
At least 10% of its assets shall be comprised of daily
maturing assets, reverse repurchase agreements
which can be terminated within one business day or
cash which can be withdrawn within one business
day and at least 30% of its assets shall be comprised
of weekly maturing assets or reverse repurchase
agreements which can be terminated within five
business days or cash which can be withdrawn
within five business days.
Where the proportion of weekly maturing assets
falls below the 30% threshold or where the net daily
redemptions on a single business day exceed 10% of
total assets the manager must immediately inform
the fund’s board which must undertake a
documented assessment and decide whether to
apply liquidity fees, redemption gates or a
suspension of redemptions.
Whenever the proportion of weekly maturing assets
falls below 10% of its total assets, the manager must
immediately inform the fund’s board which must
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WAM of no more than 6 months
WAL of no more than 12 months

For standard MMF at least 7.5% of its assets shall
be comprised of daily maturing assets, reverse
repurchase agreements which can be terminated
within one business day or cash which can be
withdrawn within one business day and at least 15%
of its assets shall be comprised of weekly maturing
assets, reverse repurchase agreements which can be
terminated within five business days or cash which
can be withdrawn within five business days.
A standard MMF shall not take the form of a CNAV
MMF or LVNAV MMF.

Valuation of MMFs
The assets of a MMF shall be valued at least on a
daily basis.
When using the mark to market valuation method the
assets shall be valued at the more prudent side of bid
and offer unless the asset can be closed out at mid.
Where the use of the mark to market valuation is
not possible or the market data is not of sufficient
quality, an asset of a MMF shall be valued
conservatively by using the mark to model valuation
method.

External Support
A MMF shall not receive external support.
Entry into force
It is expected that the text will be formally approved
by the Council of the EU and in plenary at the
European Parliament by the end of Q1 or in Q2
2017. This regulation shall enter into force on the
twentieth day following its publication in the
Official Journal of the European Union. It is
expected that the Regulation would be published in
the Official Journal by Q2 2017 and applies 12
months after entry into force (Q2 2018). Existing
MMFs are provided with an 18 month transitional
period, meaning that funds would need to transition
by Q4 2018. 5 years after the entry into force of this
Regulation, the Commission will undertake a review
of this Regulation.
The politically agreed text is available here.
Sarah Murphy
Director
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (1) 792 8890
sarah.murphy@ie.pwc.com

N.J. Whelan
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (56) 770 4958
n.j.whelan@ie.pwc.com

CNAV MMFs may additionally be valued using the
amortised costs method. An LVNAV MMF that has
a residual maturity up to 75 days may be valued by
using amortised cost method.
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Audit Committees: time for a second look?
Up until the commencement of the Companies Act
2014 (the “Act”) in June 2015, only ‘public interest
entities’ or PIEs were required to establish an audit
committee. PIEs comprise of:




Companies with shares quoted on an EU
regulated market;
Banks and certain other credit institutions; or
Insurance companies.

Section 167 of the Act has extended the requirement
to establish an audit committee to all large
companies; that is a company which meets two of the
following criteria, in the most recent and
immediately preceding financial years: turnover
greater than €25 million, balance sheet total greater
than €50 million and average number of employees
of 250 on a “comply or explain” basis.

The Act in turn grants an exemption from the audit
committee requirement to investment companies,
however investment companies are defined in the
Act as companies to which the UCITS Regulations do
not apply. Therefore non-listed UCITS investment
companies are in scope and non-listed non-UCITS
investment companies are out of scope for the audit
committee requirement.

Advantages and Disadvantages of an
Audit Committee
While many of the companies within the scope of the
requirement to establish an audit committee will
decide not to establish such a committee, there are
some benefits to having an audit committee which
merit some consideration.

As part of a market research exercise, we spoke to a
number of investment managers and independent
directors in order to identify the main benefits and
drawbacks of having an audit committee, as they
pertain to these stakeholders.
One significant benefit revolves around board
effectiveness and time efficiency whereby an audit
committee allows the board to have a more strategic
focus and moves the financial statement process
away from the board. This results in a more detailed
analysis of the financial statements and a higher
degree of scrutiny of the audit processes and the
service providers involved (the auditor and
administrator).

If a company decides not to establish an audit
committee, an explanation must be included in the
directors’ reports of the financial statements as to
why. The Act does not provide any guidance as to
what may be considered a legitimate reason for not
establishing an audit committee.
Section 1097 of the Act extends the scope of Section
167 to all PLCs that do not fall within the EU Audit
Directive, regardless of their size. Therefore the
thresholds referred to above do not apply to nonlisted PLCs. Also the EU Audit Directive provides for
an exemption from the requirement to establish an
audit committee for certain PIEs including UCITS
and AIFs.

PwC
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The key driver for the effectiveness of the audit
committee is the composition of the committee and
the experience and background of its members.
The appointment of appropriate directors with the
required financial experience was highlighted as a
potential challenge for some companies.
The committee can also focus in more detail on
regulatory and accounting changes that will have an
impact on the financial statements and ensure that any
impending changes are planned and accounted for. It
allows for annual meetings with investment advisors
and internal and external auditors to take place without
the presence of executive directors, therefore resulting
in enhanced supervision of delegates.
Audit committees can afford better governance to
the management of a company as they provide an
additional layer of independence and robustness, in
addition to the board. Their remit involves the
consideration of such matters as internal audit and
risk management, therefore allowing an increased
focus on the internal controls and procedures in
place at the service providers.
One possibly unintentional advantage of establishing
an audit committee is the additional comfort that its’
presence presents to investors as well as to the
Central Bank of Ireland (“Central Bank”). The
additional layer of an audit committee can provide
funds with a competitive advantage therefore
attracting more investors, as well as potentially
offering greater comfort to the Central Bank.
A smaller number of drawbacks were noted with cost
and time being the main disadvantages. There are
obvious costs associated with the running of an audit
committee, with administrative costs of employing
company secretarial resources being the biggest
contributor as well as the cost associated with the
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remuneration of members. However the general
consensus was that the cost of having an audit
committee is immaterial when compared to the
efficiencies gained from its existence.

Key Considerations when establishing
an Audit Committee
There are a number of factors which a company
should consider when deciding if an audit committee
should be established and the analysis of the
associated pros and cons.
The biggest contributing factor for funds will be the
size of the fund in terms of AUM and the number of
sub-funds. The complexity of the funds as well as the
current operation and effectiveness of board meetings
will also have an impact. The materials for a board
meeting may run to hundreds of pages particularly
when the financial statements are being considered.
Also board meetings often run for a number of hours
due to the number of items for consideration on the
agenda. The audit committee can therefore reduce the
board materials and the agenda items for meetings, as
the financial statement process is separated out and
assigned to a subset of the board.
The group policy of the fund manager with regard to
audit committees and the likelihood of creating
competitive advantage, both in terms of investors and
the Central Bank must also be contemplated as
contributing factors. Many investment managers have
a standard policy in place whereby audit committees
are established for the entities in scope and a similar
procedure is applied to those out of scope to allow for
synergies and consistency across the group.
Some managers also take the approach of preempting possible recommendations from a
regulatory review or inspection by proceeding to
establish an audit committee for some of their larger
or more complex funds or companies.

How will the Audit Committee requirement impact
the Asset Management Industry?
The asset management industry is in a constant flux
of regulatory change, both domestically and globally.
There are therefore a number of ongoing
developments which could potentially result in an
increased need for boards of management
companies and investment funds to establish and
audit committee. These developments include
changes to accounting standards, the
implementation of the EU audit directive and
mandatory audit rotation as well as regulatory
developments such as the Central Bank’s
consultation process on fund management company
effectiveness (CP 86) and the Act as discussed above.
The regulatory question is an interesting one as we
must adopt a wait and see approach as to whether
the asset management industry in Ireland will evolve
and move closer to the mutual fund model in the
U.S. where audit committees are more common
place. CP 86 is certainly moving in that direction by
placing increased onus and responsibility on
directors and issuing more definitive guidance
around board effectiveness and delegate oversight. It
therefore remains to be seen if audit committees will
become standard practice, not only due to legislative
requirements but also as a result of perceptions of
best practice and good governance.
Geraldine Brehony
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (0) 1 7928037
Geraldine.brehony@ie.pwc.com
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Revolution or evolution: how will blockchain
technology change asset and wealth
management?
From our work across the financial services sector, it
is clear to us that Blockchain applications have the
potential to transform the industry. We recently
hosted a discussion for the Asset and Wealth
Management (AWM) sector to specifically look at the
application and potential of distributed ledger
technology on their business.
Blockchain is not just hype – there is real interest in
this topic. Views across the panel (1) at our event
were varied, but there was also much common
ground. Below is a summary of the discussion.

Towards a Blockchain breakthrough –
tackling challenges
While technical challenges remain, rapid progress
and investment in the technology has resulted in
many problems already being solved. This progress
is partly down to the open-source nature of much of
the work in the Blockchain arena, which enables
technologists and others to build on each other’s
progress. Eris Industries, for example, provides an
open platform through which anyone can build, test
and operate Blockchain-enabled applications.
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The R3 consortium of banks and other financial
companies working together on Blockchain research
and development has grown quickly and is
committed to open-source.
As a result, many of the early technical barriers to
widespread adoption of Blockchain are now being
broken down. The issue of scalability, for example,
looks to have been largely addressed. The new key
technical challenge is confidentiality. Visibility of
data on a Blockchain presents a problem for many of
the best known commercial applications where only
parties to a specific transaction should be able to see
all of the details of a trade. Selective encryption of
data within the ledger is not yet fully solved although
a number of technical are now being trialled.
Nor are there any insurmountable regulatory
barriers standing in the way of Blockchain. While
regulators are taking an active interest, their
mandate is to achieve their desired outcomes (i.e.
stable, transparent markets and compliance with
regulation) rather than to dictate specific technical
solutions. In fact, many regulators see Blockchain as

a potential opportunity to deliver greater
transparency at reduced cost, which will make the
financial system easier to oversee. They are also
conscious of the desire of government to support
innovation – Blockchain represents an opportunity
for nation states to secure competitive advantage.
Possibly the biggest challenge to overcome is the
impact the technology has on interactions between
parties. In order to gain maximum benefit the
different participants on a chain will need to work
together to transform their business interactions.
Working together with peers, customers and
suppliers to develop solutions requires a different
approach and we see consortia forming to work
together, but this complicates progress. As several
panel members pointed out, the clearing and
settlement use case might be delivered sooner if
market infrastructure firms decide to drive the
change from their central position as a supplier.
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Not if but when
The panel largely agreed that mass adoption of
Blockchain technologies, across a broad range of use
cases, is becoming inevitable. But the question
remains - when will developmental work reach a
tipping point where companies are routinely
deploying Blockchain-enabled solutions across many
of their activities – including, for example, for mass
market securities settlement?
Some participants believe deployment throughout
mainstream capital markets could be in place within
three to five years; others think a little longer.
Adoption will be gradual – perhaps beginning in
niche asset classes or trading environments – but
will accelerate over time.
The key factor driving adoption is the “size of the
prize”. The value on offer from Blockchain
technologies – and the immense cost pressure so
many financial institutions now face – makes it
inevitable that the financial services sector will
pursue new applications as aggressively as possible.
There are a number of estimates of potential savings.
One of the most quoted is the Santander estimate
that Blockchain could reduce the capital markets FX
and securities industry’s infrastructure and
operational costs by as much as $20 billion a year.
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Where are the asset and wealth
managers?
Given the benefits, it seems surprising that the asset
management sector has so far chosen not to engage
with the Blockchain debate in a meaningful way.
Asset and wealth managers have largely preferred to
sit on the side lines while the sell-side banks take the
lead in exploring potential use cases.
In fact, there are a number of possible explanations
for this hesitancy. One is the perception that
Blockchain applications will largely be in areas such
as settlement, which many asset managers have
outsourced to custodians and other third parties.
Another is the idea amongst some asset managers
that sell-side banks are working together to further
their own interests, which may not be aligned to
those of the investment community.
It’s also fair to point out that asset managers are not
facing the same sort of crushing pressure on costs as
the banks. To a degree this may reflect their ability to
pass costs on to customers, particularly retail
customers, which if true places less pressure on
pursuing potential savings.
However, it would be a mistake for asset and wealth
managers not to consider their Blockchain strategy.
Even if the strategy is to do nothing for now, there
should be governance structures in place to ensure
further reviews take place over time. Major
technology investments that have a one to three year
timeline need to be reviewed against potential

market developments. If this is not done then the
technology delivered may not be appropriate for the
environment it is delivered into. This may cause a
significant ‘regret spend’ resulting from the need for
considerable re engineering. Committing modest
resources to understanding what is happening is
much more affordable.
Whilst most of the questions and conversation in our
discussion focused on the potential benefits
associated with cost savings there are also threats to
the AWM business model. The lower cost associated
with Blockchain may inspire a new generation of
FinTech entrepreneurs – or indeed platforms from
other industries – to make a disruptive push into
asset and wealth management. There have already
been moves in the US to use the technology in the
private placement markets and there is a real threat
that P2P firms will use their distribution platforms to
start providing a wider variety of investments. Asset
and wealth managers who do not take the time to
understand the potential impact of the technology
and consider how it will impact their business
strategy may find themselves at risk.
Steve Webb
Partner
Banking & Capital Markets Consulting
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7804 1597
steve.webb@uk.pwc.com
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Let’s talk about risk!
Background
On the 5th of December 2016, the Central Bank (CBI)
published the outcome of a themed review to assess
the operation of the risk function by reviewing risk
frameworks and risk culture across Investment
Firms, Fund Service Providers and Stockbrokers.
The main findings of the review were that there was
a divergence in the quality and effectiveness of risk
frameworks. The review also found that there were
notable inconsistencies and deficiencies in how firms
approach the identification, documentation,
quantification, mitigation and communication of
these risks, within firms. Included in the letter which
the CBI published is an appendix with a set of
questions which can be used by firms to carry out a
self-assessment of their risk framework and risk
culture. While the CBI does not currently expect
firms to submit formal responses to these questions,
it appears that there is an expectation that firms will
address these questions ahead of future CBI firm
inspections.
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Key messages
The questions focus on the following areas:
1. Whether and how does the board review its
risk framework and drive the risk agenda;
2. The board’s awareness of the current and
emerging risks which the entity faces and the
level of board challenge on risk at board
meetings;
3. If outsourced to a related or group entity,
whether the group risk framework is
appropriate to the local entity regulated by the
CBI;

6. The adequacy of the risk framework for the
specific circumstances of each individual firm
and of associated documentation including the
Risk Appetite Statement, the Risk Register and
the Risk Incident log;
7. The integration of and level of buy-in to the
risk framework throughout all levels in the
business; and
8. The awareness of risks and the adequacy of
staff training and communication mechanisms
for the escalation of risk matters.

4. How the board is comfortable with the
expertise of the persons in the PCF roles;
5. Whether an independent review of the risk
function has been performed;
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Against the backdrop of the CBI’s increasingly
frequent and wide-ranging risk guidance issued in
recent months1, it is clear that regulated firms
require agile and resilient risk frameworks2 to keep
pace. So how can you ensure that you understand the
risks you choose to take and manage them
successfully?
Here we outline 10 tough, one-word questions on
risk and, correspondingly, 10 suggested approaches
to tackle them. In this way, we aim to enable
Executives and Operational Managers secure those
desired benefits more quickly and effectively.

1. Why? Use root cause analysis to get
underneath the stated risk by asking “Why?”
repeatedly (usually 4 iterations is effective).
Ensure the risk can pass ‘the elevator test’.
2. Linked? Explicitly relate identified risks to
strategic, financial, compliance and
operational plans. In practice this can be done
in 2 ways:
a.

Starting with strategic, financial,
compliance and operational objectives,
identify the impact of uncertainty on
these objectives (risks)
b. Perform a SWOT analysis to surface the
risks of greatest concern; then link those
concerns back to strategic, financial,
compliance and operational objectives.

1 Thematic Review of Risk Function, Issued 5th December 2016, Consultation on
Fund Management Company Effectiveness – Managerial Functions, Operational
Issues and Procedural Matters – Consultation Paper CP 86 – Third Consultation –
Issued June 2016 and Cross Industry Guidance in respect of Information
Technology and Cybersecurity Risks – Issued September 2016

2 Risk agility is defined as a company’s ability to flex its risk management
framework to respond to changing business needs, while risk resiliency is defined as
a company’s ability to withstand business disruption by relying on processes,
controls, tools and techniques, including a well-defined corporate culture and
powerful brand.
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3. Controls? Assess the suitability of control
design – ask if the risk was about to become
an incident, would the control described be
effective in preventing it?
4. So? Ask “So?” repeatedly to identify the
concrete outcome as well as the resulting
damage to reputation, based on probability
and impact.
5. Appetite? Establish a forum to produce an
updated Risk Appetite Statement, which can
be tested and refined over time.
6. Who? Assign both an Executive Sponsor and
an Operational Manager to each identified
risk.
7. How? Use the SMART (Specific Measurable
Attainable Realistic Timebound) acronym to
concisely specify what has to be done, who is
to do it (with single person accountability),
the expected output and a clear completion
date; use strict project management to
oversee timely completion of all tasks.
8. Integrated? Seek a simple but effective
electronic repository to enable risk
management to be integrated into day to day
management and operation.

iii. are ensuring that proposed actions are being
implemented;
iv. have told you anything else you need to
know about risk.
Establishing a culture in which the right people do
the right thing at the right time, regardless of the
circumstances, is critical to an organisation’s ability
to seize the right risks and avoid the wrong ones. No
matter how clearly it defines its risk appetite or how
many controls it has, the people who work for it
won’t consistently make the right decisions to
maximise its success unless it has a culture that
reinforces ‘doing the right thing’.
Ken Owens
Partner
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (1) 792 8542
ken.owens@ie.pwc.com

Fionán Moriarty
Senior Manager
Asset & Wealth Management
Ireland
Tel: +353 (1) 792 7061
fionan.moriarty@ie.pwc.com

9. Enthusiastic? Formally assess training
needs and design and deliver appropriate
training.
10. Assured? Ask Executives and Operational
Managers to offer assurance that they:
i.
ii.

know the top risks in their area of
responsibility;
have devised action plans for these top risks;
22
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